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Pierre Simon Laplace (1749 – 1827)
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}   Joseph Proust (1754—1826)

MAX PLANK

plank

  

 Joseph Louis Gay Lussac

 Lorenzo Romano Amedeo Carlo Avogadro di Quareqa edi Carreto (1776-1856)  

Max Planck (1858 - 1947)        

 Niels Bohr (1885–1962)



NIELS BOHR

 j.j thomson

ruther ford  The British physicist Ernest Rutherford, winner of the 1908 Nobel 

Prize in chemistry, pioneered the field of nuclear physics with his experimental research and his development of the nuclear 
theory of atomic structure. Rutherford stated that an atom consists largely of empty space, with an electrically positive 
nucleus in the centre, orbited by electrically negative electrons. By bombarding nitrogen gas with alpha particles (nuclear 
particles emitted in radioactive processes), Rutherford engineered the transformation of an atom of nitrogen into both an 
atom of oxygen and an atom of hydrogen. This experiment was an early stimulus to the development of nuclear energy, 
energy released in huge quantities by nuclear disintegration.

henry becquerel

marie curie



james chadwick

 roentgen

Dmitri Ivanovich Mendeleev(1834-1907)  

 Svante Arrhenius (1859-1927)

JOHONNES BRONSTED

   Charles bobbage (1791-1871)

G . W. Leibnitz (1646–1716)



G.PEANO {1858-1932}

W. R. Hamilton (1805-1865)

Jacob Bernoulli  (1654-1705)

Blaise Pascal (1623-1662) Man’s greatness lies in his power of thought

 Blaise Pscal (1623 - 1662) A French Mathematician 

Fibonacci  (1175-1250)

René Descartes  (1596 -1650)



Apollonius  (262 B.C. -190 B.C.)

Leonhard Euler  (1707-1783)

Sir Issac Newton (1642-1727)

George Boole  (1815 - 1864)

Karl Pearson  (1857-1936)

Kolmogorove (1903-1987)

         Johann Wolfgang Döbereiner (December 13, 1780 – March 24, 1849)
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 John Alexander Reina Newlands (November, 1837 – July 29, 1898)

Julius Lothar Meyer (August 19, 1830 - April 11, 1895)

 Alexandre-Emile Béguyer de Chancourtois (20 January 1820 – 14 November 1886)

  Dmitri Ivanovich Mendeleev {7 February 1834-2 February 1907}   MEDAL

  Paul Émile (François) Lecoq de Boisbaudran (18 April 1838 - 28 May 1912) discovered 

samarium (1880) and dysprosium (1886). He also isolated gadolinium in 1885
Lars Fredrik Nilson (14 May 1840 – 27 May 1899) discovered scandium in 1879
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 Ernst Mayr   (1904 – 2004){biologist} ‘The Darwin of the 20th century’, was one of the 100 greatest 

scientists of all time.
Katherine Esau  (1898 – 1997) {Plant Anatomy}

sadi carnot{1796-1832} {father of 
thermodynamics}

                                                                 Kinetic 
moleculer theory

  Bernoulli

 Maxwell

  boltzman

Louis de Broglie

APRIL 15, 1707-SEPT 7, 1783{SWITGER LAND}



 ervin schrodinger b. Vienna, Austria, August 12, 1887, d. Alpbach, Austria, January 4, 1961]

Antoine-Laurent Lavoisier Paris, August 26, 1743, d. Paris, May 8, 1794]

 Joseph Louis Gay-Lussac{BORN-ON6 DEC-1778-9 MAY 1850}FRENCH CHEMIST

 Johannes Diderik van derWaals {born NOVEMBER23,1837-DIED 8-1MARCH -1923} {NOBEL PRIZE FOR PHYSICS IN 1910}

Werner Karl Heisenberg (1901-1976).{BORN 5-DEC-1901—DIED 1-FEB-1976}GERMANY PHISICIST



                                                {Nobel Prize in Physics (1932)}

   Ibn alHaytham (Alhazen) has been described as the "first scientist" for his development of the scientific method.

   Edison {1847-1931}

niel armstrong {world first astronaute who step on the moon}

 NELSAN MANDELA

 Aristotle (384 BC – 322 BC, Greek) divided the living organisms into: PLANTS and ANIMALS

http://www.answers.com/topic/nobel-prize-in-physics


•  Carolus naeus (1735), a Swedish botanist and medical doctor 

divided the living organisms into two kingdoms namely  PLANTAE and ANOMALIA   Representing plants and 
animals

 In Robert Whittaker’s  (1920-1980)  five Kingdom classification,the groups are well defined 

with criteria 

August Wilhelm Eichler (1875-78) German Botanist. Eichler wrote a syllabus of pharmaceutical 

botany  and made significant collection on the flora of Brazil. 

COnCEPTUAL PHYSICS :-



 James Joule (1818-1889) discovered the law of conservation of energy.

Albert Michelson, in 1887,the year of the Michelson-Morley experiment.

 George FitzGerald, 1851-1901.

 Hendrik Lorentz, 1853-1928.

      Andr´e Marie Amp`ere (1775-1836).



  Alessandro Volta (1745-1827).

Georg Simon Ohm (1787-1854).

  Faraday on a British banknote.

  James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879)

Alexander Fleming Discovered Penicillin 



Johannes Kepler Germain as-tronomer (1571–1630)

   Robert Brown (1773-1858)he named the nucleus  

  Hart well in 2001 identified more than 100 
genes  That  help control the cell type Nobel 
Prize in physiologie

   In the year 1934 Herold C. Urey, an 
American scientist got Nobel  Prize for 
separation of hydrogen isotope of 
mass number two.

 Tritium is radioactive and emit low 
energy ß- particles. 

 Halliday resnick
  Archimedes (c. 287–212 B.C.)

Archimedes, a Greek mathematician,physicist, and engineer, was perhapsthe greatest scientist of antiquity. He was 
the first to compute accuratelythe ratio of a circle’s circumference to its diameter, and he showed how to calculate 
the volume and surface area of spheres, cylinders, and other geometric shapes. He is well known for discovering 
the nature of the buoyant force. Archimedes was also a gifted inventor. One of his practical inventions, still in use 
today, is Archimedes’s screw–an inclined, rotating,
coiled tube originally used to lift water from the holds of ships. He also invented the catapult and devised systems 
of levers, pulleys, and weights for raising heavy loads. Such inventions were successfully used to defend his native 
city Syracuse during a two-year siege by the Romans.
             
 

 Daniel Bernoulli (1700–1782)



Daniel Bernoulli, a Swiss physicist and mathematician, made important discoveries in fluid dynamics. Born
into a family of mathematicians, he was the only member of the family to make a mark in physics.
Bernoulli’s most famous work, Hydrodynamica, was published in 1738; it is both a theoretical and a practical
study of equilibrium, pressure, and speed in fluids. He showed that as the speed of a fluid increases, its pressure 
decreases. In Hydrodynamica Bernoulli also attempted the first explanation of the behavior of gases with changing 
pressure and temperature; this was the beginning of the kinetic theory of
gases.

 Isaac Newton English physicist

and mathematician (1642–1727) Isaac Newton was one of the most brilliant scientists in history. Before the age 
of 30, he formulated the basic concepts and laws of mechanics, discovered the law of universal gravitation, and 
invented the mathematical methods of calculus. As a consequence of his theories, Newton was able to explain the 
motions of the planets, the ebb and flow of the tides, and many special features of the motions of the Moon and 
the Earth. He also interpreted many fundamental observations concerning the natur of light. His contributions to 
physical theories dominated scientific thought for two centuries and remain important today.

Johannes Kepler German astronomer (1571–1630) The German astronomer Johannes Kepler 

is best known for developing the laws of planetary motion based on the careful observations of Tycho Brahe.
 Lord Kelvin British physicist and mathematician (1824–1907) Born William Thomson in 

Belfast, Kelvin was the first to propose the use of an absolute scale of temperature. The Kelvin temperature scale is 
named in his honor. Kelvin’s work in thermodynamics led to the idea that energy cannot pass spontaneously from a 
colder body to a hotter body.

 Sadi Carnot French physicist

(1796–1832) Carnot was the first to show the quantitative relationship between work and heat. In 1824 he 
published his only work—Reflections on the Motive Power of Heat—which reviewed the industrial, political, and 
economic importance of the steam engine. In it, he defined work as “weight lifted through a height.”

 Charles Coulomb (1736–1806) Coulomb's major contribution to science was in the field of 

electrostatics and magnetism. During his lifetime, he also investigated the strengths of materials and determined 
the forces that affect objects on beams, thereby contributing to the field of structural mechanics. In the field of 
ergonomics, his research provided a fundamental understanding of the ways in which people and animals can best 
do work. (Photo courtesy of AIP Niels Bohr)



Karl Friedrich Gauss German mathematician and astronomer (1777–1855)

Gustav Kirchhoff (1824– 1887) Kirchhoff, a professor at Heidelberg, Germany, and Robert 

Bunsen invented the spectroscope and founded the science of spectroscopy, which we shall study in Chapter 40. 
They discovered the elements cesium and rubidium and invented astronomical spectroscopy. Kirchhoff formulated 
another Kirchhoff’s rule, namely, “a cool substance will absorb light of the same wavelengths that it emits when 
hot.”

Hans Christian Oersted Danish physicist (1777– 1851)

Andre-Marie Ampère (1775– 1836) Ampère, a Frenchman, is credited with the discovery of 

electromagnetism— the relationship between electric currents and magnetic fields. Ampère’s genius, particularly 
in mathematics, became evident by the time he was 12 years old; his personal life, however, was filled with 
tragedy. His father, a wealthy city official, was guillotined during the French Revolution, and his wife died young, in 
1803. Ampère died at the age of 61 of pneumonia. His judgment of his life is clear from the epitaph he chose for 
his gravestone: Tandem Felix (Happy at Last).

 Michael Faraday (1791–1867) Faraday, a British physicist and chemist, is often regarded as 

the greatest experimental scientist of the 1800s. His many contributions to the study of electricity include the 
invention of the electric motor, electric generator, and transformer, as well as the discovery of electromagnetic 
induction and the laws of electrolysis. Greatly influenced by religion, he refused to work on the development of 
poison gas for the British military.



Joseph Henry (1797–1878) Henry, an American physicist, became the first director of the 

Smithsonian Institution and first president of the Academy of Natural Science. He improved the design of the 
electromagnet and constructed one of the first motors. He also discovered the phenomenon of self-induction but 
failed to publish his findings. The unit of inductance, the henry, is named in his honor.

Nikola Tesla (1856–1943) Tesla was born in Croatia but spent most of his professional life as an 

inventor in the United States. He was a key figure in the development of alternatingcurrent electricity, high-voltage 
transformers, and the transport of electric power via ac transmission lines. Tesla’s viewpoint was at odds with the 
ideas of Thomas Edison, who committed himself to the use of direct current in power transmission. Tesla’s ac 
approach won out.

James Clerk Maxwell Scottish theoretical physicist (1831–1879) Maxwell developed the 

electromagnetic theory of light and the kinetic theory of gases, and he explained the nature of color vision and of 
Saturn’s rings. His successful interpretation of the electromagnetic field produced the field equations that bear his 
name. Formidable mathematical ability combined with great insight enabled Maxwell to lead the way in the study 
of electromagnetism and kinetic theory. He died of cancer before he was 50.

Heinrich Rudolf Hertz German physicist (1857–1894) Hertz made his most important 

discovery— radio waves—in 1887. After finding that the speed of a radio wave was the same as that of light, he 
showed that radio waves, like light waves, could be reflected, refracted, and diffracted. Hertz died of blood 
poisoning at age 36. He made many contributions to science during his short life. The hertz, equal to one complete 
vibration or cycle per second, is named after him.

Albert Einstein (1879–1955) Einstein, one of the greatest physicists of all times, was born in 

Ulm, Germany. In 1905, at the age of 26, he published four scientific papers that revolutionized physics. Two of 
these papers were concerned with what is now considered his most important contribution: the special theory of 
relativity. In 1916, Einstein published his work on the general theory of relativity. The most dramatic prediction of 
this theory is the degree to which light is deflected by a gravitational field. Measurements made by astronomers on 
bright stars in the vicinity of the eclipsed Sun in 1919 confirmed Einstein’s prediction, and as a result Einstein 
became a world celebrity. Einstein was deeply disturbed by the development of quantum mechanics in the 1920s 
despite his own role as a scientific revolutionary. In particular, he could never accept the probabilistic view of 



events in nature that is a central feature of quantum theory. The last few decades of his life were devoted to an 
unsuccessful search for a unified theory that would combinegravitation and electromagnetism.

in 1897 eduard Buchner found and named the enzyme zymase in 1907 he received the nobel prize 

in chemistry for his biochemical research and his discovery of cell –free fermentation.
Babbage, Charles (1791-1871), British mathematician and inventor, who designed and 

built mechanical computing machines on principles that anticipated the modern electronic computer. Microsoft® 
Encarta® Encyclopedia. © 1993-2001 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

 

Kirchhoff, Gustav Robert (1824-1887), German physicist, born in Königsberg (now Kaliningrad, 

Russia) and educated at the University of Königsberg. He was Professor of Physics at the universities of Breslau, 
Heidelberg, and Berlin. With the German chemist Robert Wilhelm Bunsen, Kirchhoff developed the modern 
spectroscope for chemical analysis. In 1860 the two scientists discovered the elements caesium and rubidium by 
means of spectroscopy. Kirchhoff conducted important investigations of radiation heat transfer and also postulated 
two rules, now known as Kirchhoff's laws of networks, concerning the distribution of current in electric circuits.

Seaborg, Glenn Theodore (1912-1999), American chemist and Nobel laureate, known for his 

discovery of new chemical elements. Seaborg was born in Ishpeming, Michigan, and was educated at the 
University of California. He taught chemistry at the university after 1939, becoming an assistant professor in 1941 
and a full professor in 1945. He was chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission from 1961 to 1967 and then 
became professor at the University of California, Berkeley, and associate director of the Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory. From 1942 to 1946, at the Metallurgical Laboratory of the University of Chicago, he conducted research 
in nuclear chemistry and physics in connection with the Manhattan Project. He was known particularly for his 
discovery and characterization of many radioactive isotopes and for his share in the discovery of such transuranic 
elements as plutonium, americium, curium, berkelium, californium, einsteinium, fermium, mendelevium, and 
nobelium. Towards the end of his life one of the elements he had a hand in discovering (number 106) was officially 
named Seaborgium, a rare honour for a living scientist. Seaborg shared the 1951 Nobel Prize for Chemistry with 



the American physicist Edwin McMillan. His writings include Nuclear Properties of the Heavy Elements (1964) and 
Nuclear Milestones (1972).

The  structure  of  DNA  molecule  (B-type)  was  proposed  by  J.D. 

Watson  and  F.H.C.  Crick  in  1953. James Watson francis crick in 1953Watson and Crick’s model  is known  as 

double helix..

Rosalind Franklin worked on crystallography. She pictured  the DNA with x-ray 

diffraction and this was used by Watson and Crick to propose the structure of DNA.

Franklin, Rosalind Elsie (1920-1958), British biophysicist and crystallographer. Born in London, she studied physical chemistry 
at Newnham College, Cambridge. During World War II she investigated the minute structure of coal and from 1947 to 1950 
she worked in Paris, where she became expert in using X-ray diffraction techniques to determine molecular structures. In 
1951, at King’s College, London, she turned her attention to the structure of fibres of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA; 
seeGenetics), a subject that Maurice Wilkins at King’s was also examining, but she and Wilkins found it difficult to collaborate. 
Franklin’s own X-ray diffraction studies showed that the DNA molecule could exist in two separate forms (A and B), and her 
interpretation of the B form was known by late 1952 to Francis Crick and James Watson, working on the structure of DNA at 
the University of Cambridge. The April 25, 1953 issue of Nature, in which Watson and Crick announced their famous helical 
model of DNA, also contained a paper on DNA by Franklin and the British biophysicist R. G. Gosling. They were getting close 
to the Crick-Watson model, and they soon produced X-ray diffraction evidence to confirm its accuracy.

For the last five years of her short life, Franklin worked at Birkbeck College, London, on the structure of the tobacco mosaic 
virus. She showed that the ribonucleic acid molecule of the virus consists of a single strand, embedded in a protein coat. She 
died from cancer, aged 37. The 1962 Nobel Prize for Medicine or Physiology was shared by Crick, Watson, and Wilkins, for 
their contributions to elucidating the structure of DNA.

Wilkins, Maurice Hugh Frederick (1916- ), British biophysicist and Nobel laureate, 

who contributed to the determination of the structure of the nucleic acid known as DNA. Wilkins was born in 
Pongaroa, New Zealand, and received a Ph.D. degree from the University of Birmingham in 1940. He became a 
member of the Medical Research Council at King's College, University of London, in 1946, advancing to the position 
of deputy director in 1955. Wilkins studied the structure of the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecule by X-ray 
diffraction techniques and discovered that the molecule appeared to have a double spiral structure. On the basis of 
his work, the American biochemist James Dewey Watson and the British biophysicist Francis Crick deduced the 
structure of the molecule. Wilkins, Watson, and Crick shared the 1962 Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine.
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N¬Áy¢-©ðE X¾ŸÄª½n¢ X¾ª½-«Ö-ºÕ-«Û© «Õ§ŒÕ¢. X¾ª½-«Ö-ºÕ-«Û©ð ÆA ÅäL-éÂjÊ Â¹º¢ ‡©-ÂÃZ¯þ. Æ¢ÅŒ ®¾ÖÂ¹~t-„çÕiÊ ‡©-ÂÃZ¯þ©ð …¢œä NŸ¿Õu-

ŸÄ-„ä-¬ÇEo Âí©-«œ¿¢ ‡¢ÅŒ ’íX¾p N†¾-§ŒÕ„çÖ ‚©ð-*¢-ÍŒ¢œË. ŸÄEo ²ÄCµ¢-*Ê „Ãœä Æ„çÕ-JÂÃ ¬Ç®¾Y-„äÅŒh ªÃ¦ªýd NÕLx-ÂÃ¯þ. ‰¯þ-®Ôd̄ þ ®ÏŸÄl
¢́-B-Â¹-J¢-*Ê ¤¶ñšð NŸ¿ÕuÅý X¶¾LÅŒ¢ ®¾Ö“ÅÃEo Eª½Ö-XÏ¢-*Ê X¶¾ÕÊÅŒ ¨§ŒÕ-ÊŸä. Æ¢Ÿ¿Õ©ð ¦µÇ’¹¢’Ã ¤Äx¢Âúq ®ÏnªÃ¢Â¹¢ N©Õ-«ÊÕ Â¹ÊÕ-’í-
¯Ãoª½Õ. ¨§ŒÕÊ 1923©ð ¦µ÷AÂ¹ ¬Ç®¾Y¢©ð ¯î¦ã©ü ¦£¾Ý-«Õ-AE Æ¢Ÿ¿Õ-Â¹×-̄ Ãoª½Õ. 

Æ„çÕ-JÂÃ ƒL-̄ Ã-ªá-®ý-©ðE „çÖJ-®¾̄ þ Ê’¹-ª½¢©ð 1868 «ÖJa 22Ê X¾ÛšËdÊ ªÃ¦ªýd NÕLx-ÂÃ¯þ ¦Ç©u-«Õ¢ÅÃ “X¾Â¹%A X¾J-Q-©Ê, ¤ñ©¢ X¾ÊÕ©Õ, ÍäX¾© „ä{, ã̃Eo®ý ‚{-©Åî ’¹œË-*
¢C.



friedrich mischer experiment on DNA.

                                                                               

Griffith



Hershy-chase experiment on DNA.

‡¯îo œË“U©Õ ¤ñ¢ŸÄœ¿Õ.. «Õéª¯îo ¦µÇ†¾©Õ ǟªÃaœ¿Õ.. å®j̄ þq ǟ «Õ©ÕX¾Û AXÏpÊ ®ÏŸÄĺ¢-ÅÃEo.. “X¾A-¤Ä-C¢-ÍÃœ¿Õ! ÆÅŒœä ÂîX¾-Jo-Â¹®ý! ‚§ŒÕÊ X¾ÛšËd¢C ¨ ªîèä! 

ŠÂ¹ N†¾-§ŒÖEo Æ¢Ÿ¿ª½Ö Ê«át-ÅŒÕ-Êo-X¾pœ¿Õ, «ÕÅŒ¢ Â¹ØœÄ ŸÄEo ®¾«Õ-Jĺ-®¾Õh-Êo-X¾Ûpœ¿Õ, ŸÄEÂË «uA-êª-Â¹¢’Ã Íç¤Äp-©¢ ä̃ ‡¢ÅŒ Ÿµçjª½u¢ ÂÃ„ÃL? ‡¢ÅŒ X¾J-¬ð-Ÿµ¿Ê Íä®¾Õ¢-œÄL? 
EÂí-©Ç®ý ÂîX¾-Jo-Â¹®ý Æ ǟ ‹ ¬Ç®¾Y-„äÅŒh Æ¢ÅŒšË Ÿµçjª½u-®¾Õnœä. Æ¢ÅŒšË X¾J-¬ð-Ÿµ¿-Â¹×œä. 

'®¾Öª½Õuœ¿Õ ÅŒÖª½ÕpÊ …Ÿ¿-ªá¢*, X¾œ¿-«Õ-ª½©ð Æ®¾h-NÕ-®¾Õh-̄ Ãoœ¿Õ ÂÃ¦šËd Â¹Ÿ¿-LÂ¹ ©äEC 
¦µ¼Ö„äÕ. ŸÄE ÍŒÕ{Öd ®¾Öª½Õuœä Aª½Õ-’¹Õ-ÅŒÕ-̄ Ãoœ¿ÕÑ ÆE Æ¢Ÿ¿ª½Ö ’¹šËd’Ã Ê„äÕt ªîV©ðx 
X¾ÛšËdÊ ÂîX¾-Jo-Â¹®ý ‹ ÂíÅŒh ®ÏŸÄĺ¢-ÅÃEo “X¾Â¹-šË¢-ÍÃœ¿Õ. ÆŸä '®¾Öª½u-êÂ¢-“Ÿ¿Â¹ ®ÏŸÄĺ¢ÅŒ¢Ñ. 



®¾Öª½ÕuœË ÍŒÕ{Öd ¦µ¼ÖNÕ, ƒÅŒª½ “’¹£¾É©Õ Aª½Õ-’¹Õ-ÅŒÕ-̄ Ão-§ŒÕ-̄ äŸä ‚ ®ÏŸÄĺ¢ÅŒ¢. ã̃L-²òˆX¾Û ©Ç¢šË ‚Ÿµ¿Õ-EÂ¹ X¾J-Â¹-ªÃ-©äO©äE ‚ ªîV©ðx̄ ä ÆÅŒ-œË©Ç ÍçX¾pœ¿¢ „çÊÕÂ¹ ‡¢Åî X¾J-Q-
©Ê …¢C. 

¤ò©ã¢-œþ-©ðE šðª½¯þ Ê’¹-ª½¢©ð 1473 X¶Ï“¦-«J 19Ê Ÿµ¿Ê-«¢-ÅŒÕ© Gœ¿f’Ã Ê©Õ-’¹ÕJ ®¾¢ÅÃ-Ê¢©ð *«-J-„Ã-œË’Ã X¾ÛšËdÊ ÂîX¾-Jo-Â¹®ý *Êo-ÅŒ-Ê¢-©ð ǟ ÅŒ¢“œËE Âî©ðp-§ŒÖœ¿Õ. 
„äÕÊ-«Ö«Õ ®¾¢ª½-Â¹~-º©ð ‡C-TÊ ÆÅŒœ¿Õ „äŸÄ¢ÅŒ, È’î@Á, ¦µ¼Ö’î@Á, ’¹ºËÅŒ ¬Ç²ÄY-©ÊÕ Â¹~×ºg¢’Ã Æ¦µ¼u-®Ï¢-ÍÃœ¿Õ. ƒ{M „çRx ¯Ãu§ŒÕ-¬Ç-²ÄYEo, œÄÂ¹d-êª-šüÊÕ Â¹ØœÄ Íä®Ï̄ Ã ÍŒŸ¿Õ«Û 
OÕŸ¿ «ÕÂ¹×ˆ« ÅŒ’¹_Â¹ „çjŸ¿u-N-Ÿ¿uÊÕ Â¹ØœÄ Æ¦µ¼u-®Ï¢-ÍŒœ¿¢ N¬ì†¾¢. œË“U-©Åî ¤Ä{Õ ©ÇšË̄ þ, ¤òL†ý, •ª½t¯þ, “UÂ¹×, ƒšÇ-L-§ŒÕ¯þ ¦µÇ†¾©ðx X¾{Õd ²ÄCµ¢-ÍÃœ¿Õ. „äÕÊ-«Ö«Õ Æ¯Ã-
ªî-’Ãu-EÂË ’¹ÕJ ÂÃ«-œ¿¢Åî ‚§ŒÕÊ ²ÄnÊ¢©ð «áåXjp ́\@ÁxêÂ «ÕÅŒ-¦ð-Ÿµ¿-Â¹×-œ¿-§ŒÖuœ¿Õ. ÍŒJa ‚«-ª½-º©ð …¢œä ŠÂ¹ ’îX¾Ûª½¢åXj ÊÕ¢* ªÃ“A-„ä@Á ‚ÂÃ-¬Á¢©ð ÊÂ¹~-“ÅÃ-©ÊÕ X¾J-Q-L®¾Öh 
ªÃ®¾Õ-Â¹×¢{Ö …¢œä-„Ãœ¿Õ. ‚ X¾J-¬ð-Ÿµ¿-Ê©Â¹× ’¹ºË-ÅÃEo èðœË¢* ÊÂ¹~-“ÅÃ©Õ, “’¹£¾É© ÍŒ©-¯Ã-©Â¹× ®¾¢¦¢-Cµ¢-*Ê «ÖuX¾Û-©ÊÕ ª½Ö¤ñ¢-C¢* ®¾Öª½u êÂ¢“Ÿ¿Â¹ ®ÏŸÄĺ¢-ÅÃEo “X¾A-¤Ä-C¢-
ÍÃœ¿Õ. ¦µ¼ÖNÕ ’¹Õ¢“œ¿¢’Ã …¢{Õ¢-Ÿ¿E Eª½ĺ-J¢-*-Ê-„Ãœ¿Õ Â¹ØœÄ ÆÅŒœä. ‚åXj '‚¯þ Ÿ¿ J«-©Öu-†¾¯þ ‚X¶ý Ÿ¿ å®©ã-®Ïd-§ŒÕ©ü ®Ïp§́ŒÕªýqÑ Æ ǟ “’¹¢Ÿ±ÄEo ª½*¢-ÍÃœ¿Õ. 

«ÕÅŒ ¦ðŸµ¿-Â¹×-œË’Ã …¢{Ö «ÕÅŒ-N-¬Çy-²Ä-©Â¹× «uA-êª-Â¹-„çÕiÊ N†¾-§ŒÖEo ÍçXÏpÊ ÂîX¾-Jo-Â¹®ý ®ÏŸÄĺ¢-ÅÃEo, ‚ ÅŒªÃyA ªîV©ðx é’M-L§çÖ ã̃L-²òˆX¾Û ŸÄyªÃ Eª½Ö-XÏ¢-ÍÃœ¿Õ. ‚åXj 
éÂX¾xªý “’¹£¾Ç-’¹-«ÕÊ ®¾Ö“ÅÃ-©Â¹×, ÊÖu{¯þ N¬Áy ’¹Õª½ÕÅŒy E§ŒÕ-«Ö-EÂË Â¹ØœÄ ¨ ®ÏŸÄl¢́-ÅŒ„äÕ X¾Û¯ÃC ÂÃ«œ¿¢ N¬ì†¾¢.

£¾Ç-J-ÅŒ -NX¾x-„Ã-EÂË -‚-Ÿ¿Õu-œ¿Õ!
¤ñ©Ç©ðx ‚œ¿ÕÅŒÖ ¤Äœ¿ÕÅŒÖ åXJ-’Ãœ¿Õ... åXŸ¿l§ŒÖuÂ¹ ¦¢’Ãª½Õ X¾¢{©Õ X¾¢œË¢-ÍÃœ¿Õ... ÂîšÇxC «Õ¢CÂË ‚£¾Éª½ Âíª½ÅŒ BªÃaœ¿Õ... Ÿä¬Á-Ÿä-¬Ç©ðx éªjÅŒÕ-©Â¹× ‚ªÃ-
Ÿµ¿Õu-œ¿-§ŒÖuœ¿Õ...ÆÅŒœä ¯Ãª½t¯þ ¦ðªÃx’û! ‚§ŒÕÊ X¾ÛšËdÊ ªîV ƒ„Ã@ì!

‡Â¹ˆœî Æ„çÕ-J-ÂÃ©ð X¾ÛšËdÊ ¬Ç®¾Y-„ä-ÅŒhÂË «ÕÊ ¦µÇª½ÅŒ “X¾¦µ¼ÕÅŒy¢ 'X¾Ÿ¿t N¦µ¼Ö-†¾ºýÑ ƒ*a ’õª½-N¢*¢Ÿ¿¢ ä̃ ‚§ŒÕÊ X¾J-¬ð-Ÿµ¿-Ê©Õ «ÕÊ Ÿä¬Ç-EÂË ‡¢ÅŒ 
„äÕ©Õ Íä¬Ç§çÖ ‚©ð-*¢-ÍŒ¢œË. ‚§ŒÕ ǟ ¯î¦ã©ü ¬Ç¢A Æ„Ãª½Õf “’¹£ÔÇÅŒ ¯Ãª½t¯þ ‡éªo®ýd ¦ðªÃx’û. £¾ÇJÅŒ NX¾x« XÏÅÃ-«Õ-£¾Ý-œË’Ã æXªíˆ ǟ 
¨§ŒÕÊÊÕ '«¢Ÿ¿ Âî{x «Õ¢CE X¾®¾Õh© ÊÕ¢* ª½ÂË~¢-*-Ê-„Ã-œ¿ÕÑ’Ã Íç¦Õ-ÅŒÕ¢-šÇª½Õ. 

Ÿä¬Á-Ÿä-¬Ç-©ðxE éªjÅŒÕ© ¦ÅŒÕ-Â¹×©ðx „ç©Õ’¹Õ E¢XÏÊ ¯Ãª½t¯þ ¦ðªÃx’û 1914 «ÖJa 25Ê Æ„çÕ-J-ÂÃ-©ðE Æ-§çÖ-„Ã©ð ‹ éªjÅŒÕ Â¹×{Õ¢-¦¢©ð X¾ÛšÇdœ¿Õ. \
œä@Áx ÊÕ¢* X¾C-æ£Ç-œä@Áx «§ŒÕ®¾Õ «ª½Â¹Ø „Ã@Áx ¤ñ©Ç©ðx ÍäX¾©Õ X¾{dœ¿¢, „äšÇœ¿f¢, Âî@ÁÙx, X¾¬ÁÙ-«Û-©Åî ÂÃ©-êÂ~X¾¢, X¾¢{ X¾ÊÕ-©ÊÕ X¾J-Q-L¢-ÍŒ-œ¿¢-©ð 
‚œ¿Õ-ÅŒÖ-¤Ä-œ¿ÕÅŒÖ ’¹œË-¤Äœ¿Õ. Â¹×®Ôh ¤òšÌ©ðx ¤Ä©ï_- ǟ-„Ãœ¿Õ. «Õªî X¾Â¹ˆ ÍŒŸ¿Õ-«Û-Â¹×¢{Ö NÕEo-²òšÇ N¬Áy-N-ŸÄu-©§ŒÕ¢ ÊÕ¢* Æ{-O-¬Ç-®¾Y¢©ð X¾šÇd-¤ñ
¢C …Ÿîu-’¹¢©ð ÍäªÃœ¿Õ. AJT ÆŸä N¬Áy-N-ŸÄu-©§ŒÕ¢ ÊÕ¢* ¤Äx¢šü ¤ÄŸ±Ä-©°, èãE-šË-Âúq©ð XÔå£Ç-ÍýœÎ Íä¬Çœ¿Õ. 

X¾J-¬ð-Ÿµ¿-Ê©ðx ‚§ŒÕÊ Ÿ¿%†Ïd ’îŸµ¿Õ«Õ X¾¢{ OÕŸ¿ X¾œ¿œ¿¢ “X¾X¾¢-ÍÃ-EÂË ’íX¾p „äÕ©Õ Íä®Ï¢C. <œ¿-XÔ-œ¿-©ÊÕ ÅŒ{Õd-Â¹×¢{Ö ÆCµÂ¹ C’¹Õ-¦œËEÍäa ¤ñšËd-ª½Â¹¢ ’îŸµ¿Õ«Õ «¢’¹-œÄ-©ÊÕ 
Â¹E-åX-{dœ¿¢ ŸÄyªÃ ®¾¢ÍŒ-©Ê¢ ®¾%†Ïd¢-ÍÃª½Õ. 1960 “¤Ä¢ÅŒ¢©ð Â¹ª½Õ-«Û-ÂÃ-{-ÂÃ-©Åî Æ©Çx-œ¿Õ-ÅŒÕÊo ƒ¢œË§ŒÖ, ¤ÄÂË-²Än̄ þ Ÿä¬Ç©ðx ‚ «¢’¹-œÄ-©ÊÕ X¾J-ÍŒ§ŒÕ¢ Íä¬Çª½Õ. 1963©ð 
‚§ŒÕÊ ƒ¢œË§ŒÖ Â¹ØœÄ ®¾¢Ÿ¿-Jz¢-ÍÃª½Õ. ‚§ŒÕÊ «¢’¹-œÄ© «©x ’îŸµ¿Õ«Õ© C’¹Õ-¦œË éªšËd¢-åXj¢C. ÆC £¾ÇJÅŒ NX¾x-«¢’Ã «ÖJ¢C. ‚®Ï§ŒÖ, ‚“X¶ÏÂÃ “¤Ä¢ÅÃ©ðx å®jÅŒ¢ 
ÂîšÇxC «Õ¢C éªjÅŒÕ©Õ ©Gl ¤ñ¢ŸÄª½Õ. “X¾®¾ÕhÅŒ¢ “X¾X¾¢ÍŒ¢ „çáÅŒh¢ OÕŸ¿ 18.7 Âî{x ‡Â¹-ªÃ©ðx ¦ðªÃx’û Â¹E-åX-šËdÊ ’îŸµ¿Õ«Õ «¢’¹-œÄ-©ÊÕ „Ãœ¿Õ-ÅŒÕ-̄ Ãoª½Õ. 

‚£¾Éª½ X¾¢{© Âíª½-ÅŒÊÕ BJaÊ¢Ÿ¿ÕÂ¹× 1970©ð ¦ðªÃx-’ûÂ¹× ¯î¦ã©ü ¬Ç¢A ¦£¾Ý-«Õ-AE “X¾Â¹-šË¢-ÍÃª½Õ. ‚ N†¾-§ŒÖEo ˜ãL-¤¶ò-̄ þ©ð ÍçX¾p-œÄ-EÂË Æ¢Ÿ¿Õ-¦Ç-{Õ©ð ©äÂ¹ „ÃªÃh-£¾Ç-ª½Õ©Õ 
„çÅŒÕ-Â¹×ˆ¢{Ö „çRÅä ’îŸµ¿Õ«Õ ¤ñ©¢©ð‚§ŒÕÊ Â¹E-XÏ¢-ÍÃª½Õ. ¦ðªÃx’û 2009 å®åXd¢-¦ªý 12Ê ÅŒÊ 95« \{ «Õª½-ºË¢-ÍÃª½Õ. ƒX¾p-šËÂÌ «ÕÊ Ÿä¬Á¢-©ðE X¾¢èÇ¦ü, £¾ÇªÃu¯Ã “¤Ä
¢ÅÃ©ðx éªjÅŒÕ© ƒ@Áx©ð ‚§ŒÕÊ ¤¶ñšð Â¹E-XÏ-®¾Õh¢C. 

 

   Indian nobel prize laureates



 har gobind khorana{jan-9-1922} Nobel Laureate in Medicine for work on 

interpretation of the genetic code .  Currently residing as professor at MIT.

 Sir Chandrasekhara Venkata Raman {November 7, 1888 -November 21, 1970}   

Nobel Prize for Physics (1930)

ARYA BHATT {476-550 B.C}

 Brahmagupta (598 A.D.),

 CV RAMANUJAN  Srinivasa Ramanujam,(1887 – 1920): Great Indian 

Mathematician,whose interest from academics at Trinity, College, Cambridge, led him to collaborate there and 
postulate and prove well over 3,542 theorems.

SWAMI VIVEKANANDA



rakesh Sharma

 subrhamanya Chandra shekar

 Sir Jagdish Chandra Bose, (1858 – 1937)USA based IEEE has proved what has been a century 

old suspicion amongst academics that the pioneer of wireless-radio communication was Professor Jagdish Chandra 
Bose and not Guglielmo Marconi.

 Satyendranath Bose, (1894-1974)Indian Physicist, who solved one 

of the mysteries of quantum mechanics, showing that in the quantum world some particles are indistinguishable. 
His collaborations with Albert Einstein led to a new branch on statistical mechanics know commonly known as the 
“Einstein-Bose” statistics.

                                            



Indian Presidents

 Dr. Rajendra Prasad (1884-1963) Term of Office: 26 January 1950 TO 13 May 1962

 Dr. Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan (1888-1975) Term of Office: 13 May 1962 TO 13 May 1967

 Dr. Zakir Husain (1897-1969) Term of Office: 13 May 1967 TO 3 May 1969

 Shri Varahagiri Venkata Giri (1894-1980) Term of Office: 3 May 1969 TO 20 July 1969 and 24 

August 1969 TO 24 August 1974



 Dr. Fakhruddin Ali Ahmed (1905-1977) Term of Office: 24 August 1974 TO 11 February 1977

 SHRI NEELAM SANJIVA REDDY (1913-1996) Term of Office: 25 July 1977 TO 25 July 1982

 Giani Zail Singh (1916-1994)  Term of Office: 25 July 1982 TO 25 July 1987

  Shri R Venkataraman (b-1910)  Term of Office: 25 July 1987 TO 25 July 1992

  Dr Shankar Dayal Sharma (1918-1999) Term of Office: 25 July 1992 TO 25 July 1997

 Shri K. R. Narayanan (1920-2005)  Term of Office: 25 July 1997 TO 25 July 2002



  DR. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam (b - 1931) Term of Office: 25 July 2002 TO 25 July 

2007
 prthiba patil

 rajiv gandhi

 MANMOHAN SINGH

 RAJ REDDY SIR

 mother theresa



shivaji

 birbal sahni

chanikya

 Nehru stamp

Gandhiji 



moksh vishveswarayya

 Amartya Sen, (b-1933): 1998 - The Nobel Prize for Economics for his redefining work on ethical 

welfare economics.  Currently residing as Lamont University Professor Emeritus at Harvard, after stepping down 
from the prestigious post of Master of Trinity College, Cambridge.

Meghanath-saha

Homi-Baba

Rajendra sahu


